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President’s Piece

President of The Foy Society, John Rowland

It's February as I write, in a few days respite between two winter storms, but
the snowdrops are up on the shady side and the crocuses on the sunny side
of the house. In the great cycle of the year, that can only mean it's nearly time
for Foy Conference again!

I'm looking forward to a busy long weekend and I'm really intrigued by the
theme. I do have to remind you that the bank holiday has been moved from
Monday 4th to Friday 8th May - but the conference is still four days, Friday to
Monday. (We know some people may need to travel early or get back to work
due to the bank holiday changing, so the theme leaders are scheduling as
much as they can on Saturday and Sunday, with wrap-up and reflection time
on Monday.)

Hopefully we'll see you there - and if not, there will certainly be reviews and
discussion in Foy News later in the year.
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It's also nearly time for GA meetings. Foy are not proposing a motion to GA this
year, as there was no motion arising out of last year's AGM and Foy Council
decided not to put forward any motion on our own initiative.

However, I do want to keep using our affiliation to make a difference. If you
have matters or concerns you would like Foy to raise at GA 2021, please do
feel free to email me, or write to Foy News. We'll also be able to discuss this
during conference, of course, but even if you're not there this year, I'd still love
to hear what you think is important for us and for the Unitarian movement.

One of the things we did in relation to the theme of last year’s Conference was
to make prayer flags in a workshop led by Vicky Hewerdine and her son
Jasper. Since the conference, the prayer flags have been on their way around
a variety of Unitarian locations.  They are currently at Lewisham Unity, and
here is a picture that the editor received just before going to press with the
Spring edition.

Hazel Warhurst informs me that in December the prayer Flags were destined
for a visit to Prague.  Our picture shows members of our Lewisham Church
enjoying having the Foy Society Prayer Flags on display at their church.

John Rowland

Last Foy Conference
Where have all the Prayer Flags Gone?
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Winter Walking Weekend
Well, I guess I was asking for it when I failed to pin one of you down to report
on this annual event.  As editor, you know that I prefer not to write much of the
magazine content.

As the years go by, less of us are able to clock up the miles without being
reminded of the pain for the next three weeks.  This year there were three
walks.  The longest this year was around nine miles with group two cutting off
a corner and a shorter one, up and down the hill, catering for the small children
and a few of the oldies.

I was part of the intermediate lot. so we cut a corner just beyond Eyam and
headed for the Barrel.  It is many years since I was thrown out of that place for
acquiring a beer advert.  Thinking about it sixty years later, that really was a
bit short-sighted wasn’t it?  Free promotion is surely a valuable customer
quality which should have been valued by an enterprising landlord.

We did actually extend our route at that stage, deciding to inspect the
condition of the pond at Foolow.  Nothing to do with the fact that the village
also has a pub!  Whilst in Foolow, we noticed an open door and I managed to
see the inside of the Methodist Chapel for the first time.  It is really small but
very attractive inside.  Although there was rain in the air, the ground was firm
underfoot and we enjoyed our walk back to Great Hucklow across the fields.

Main Group leaving on Saturday Cutting a corner
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modern-day

When I had a change of heart for the cover picture of this issue of Foy News,
I decided to promote the above image with what is often referred to as
“Photoshop” image manipulation.  Well, I can’t afford Photoshop these days
but it’s always good to bring friends together!   “Winter Walking Weekend” is
something of a misnomer really.  For most of us, it is now an excuse for
relaxing with old friends in a different environment, though The Nightingale
Centre is a “home from home” for most of us.  We do however love to see
new faces in our midst. Any newcomer is fair game though.  As editor of Foy
News, I am likely to pounce on any first-timer for a report on the proceedings….

A regular feature of the Winter Walking Weekend programme is our Saturday

As a photographer
I often award myself

a “Picture of The Day”

This was certainly a
contender for that

particular award

(compare this picture
with the cover,
taken from this
original image)

evening games session
with Colin Partington. On
this particular occasion
the frivolity involved
different ways of
communicating names of
well know personalities,
first by clues, and
progressively, through
mime, finally ending up
by being just allowed one
word (not the one on the
card of course) with no
body gestures,  not easy
at all.
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I am one of those people who doesn’t “do” facebook.  I belong to the large
number who signed up for it at first and then regretted letting people down or
agreeing to having friends who are not really friends.

Incidentally, It can be a problem when you send photos to me from your
phones.  They arrive in tiny boxes, which not only refuse to open on my
ancient Windows 7 desktop but neither do they open on a tablet or
smartphone. The fact is, manufacturers are not really making their
communication goods backwards compatible. It does help with turnover if we
have to buy new equipment in order to have easy lives, but is disturbing to old
folk like me….
I love to have pictures to use, but please send them as jpeg email attachments.

Jimmy Timiney took our Sunday Service and it was accompanied by three
guitars, a bodhran (Irish Drum) and a Ukelele.  This is a new development
over the last year or two, so if you play an instrument and would like to bring
it along next year, please do.  It was good to have Colin in this year’s line up
and his ukelele strumming brought a new “edge” to our passionate singing.
Thanks for those of you who played this year and to Jimmy for taking our
service and also for getting our Foy orchestra off the ground.

Our orchestra, tuning up for the Sunday Service

John Hewerdine
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We live up here in our little bungalow surrounded by scenery and sheep. We
go down once a week to Rhayader and to Llanidloes  (our two nearest small
towns) for shopping and the library.  Both are fairly unremarkable, though
there is a quaint custom in Llani - you ring up the butcher's and place an order,
you drive into Llani and park in the middle of the road, pop out, pick up your
meat, get back into your car and drive away. Nobody hoots or swears as
everyone knows what you are doing and that you will not be long. I venture
into Llandrindod for my major shopping. And that’s it.

We sometimes stroll down a bit of Glyndwr’s Way, which goes right through
Bwlch. We are wardens of six miles of it, reporting any problems to Helen who
is responsible for the whole length from Knighton to Welshpool. Dave goes
out cycling and I hope to join him when I get my electric bike - the local hills
are too steep for me. Twice a year we take our turn to clean the old school,
which is now a café, open and run by volunteers on summer Friday
afternoons. Sometimes, our life is enlivened by some tour or other coming
through the hamlet.

Dotty’s Thoughts
        on a chosen, Country Life…

The recent
“Women’s Tour”
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Last year it was the OVO Energy's Women's Tour which was great. All the
riders wore a Breast Cancer Care Pink Ribbon with a personalised, individual
message written by someone with breast cancer. We got to see them because
they had asked that the tour be made more difficult so, clearly, the climb up to
Bys was a must.

Pictures and text:

Dorothy Houghton

Our neighbouring hamlet, Pant y Dwr, has
an annual show.  You can colour your
sheep with Cheviot Sheep Colouring
Powder. Their advertisement shows a
tartan sheep but sadly our local farmers
are not so imaginative.

We also went up the road to
Saintswell Farm

to see the Enduro.

Dorothy Haughton

The huge bubbles are
difficult to see here

but the Bubble Fairy
Is releasing huge

bubbles for the
children to chase
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Shouldn’t we learn
from the experience
of other countries?

I was in a reflective mood when we entered 2020: not only was it a new year but a
new decade.  Before anyone questions as to whether the new decade starts at the
beginning of 2020 or 2021, as a friend of mine did, I did a piece of research on the
internet and the overwhelming consensus was the start of 2020, so on with my
reflections.  When one has lived through seven decades, it is interesting to compare
the 2010s with previous decades.  When I look back, I muse as to which, given the
choice, I preferred.  The comparison is an easy one to consider, whereas the latter is
a different kettle of fish.  It is impossible to properly make such a comparison today,
as you do so in the light of knowing what happened after.  For instance, would you
consider, say, the 1960s to be your choice knowing what developments were to follow?

Back to reality, what is without question is that the rate of technological change has
proved to be exponential.  The rate of change in the 2010s is considerably more than
that which occurred in the 1950s and 1960s.  Those of us who are in our seventh or
eight decades have lived through a period of change far greater than those of
previous generations.  For instance, subscriber trunk dialling started in 1958 and the
conversion to all digit numbering of phone numbers occurred in 1968 after which
lettered phone dials ceased to be needed.

The first mobile phone was demonstrated in 1973: it weighed in at 2kgs, or 4.4lbs, but
it was another ten years before the first commercially available phone came on the
market.  It was the development of the lithium-ion battery, commercialised at the start
of the 1990s, which led to the development of devices that could be put easily in a
pocket or handbag.  There are some interesting statistics on the Pew Research
Centre website.  By 2018, 76% of the UK population owned a smartphone and 19%,
one which isn’t a smartphone, meaning that only 5% do not own a mobile.  This
compares with 6% in the US and, interestingly, 25% in Canada, which is probably
indicative of the proportion of the population living in sparsely populated areas which
will be unconducive to mobile networks.  South Korea tops the list with a claimed
100% ownership.  In the UK, between the years of 2015 and 2018, ownership of
mobile phones amongst 18-34 year olds increased from 91% to 93% and that for over
50s from 44% to 60%: more older people are embracing modern technology.

If you look at just this century, at the start Nokia was the market leader in mobile
telephony and we managed to cope without Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram

Richard Varley
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or Skype.  If you thought of Apple, an edible object was more likely to come into the
mind!  Twenty-five percent of UK households were able to access the internet using
a dial up connection and a desk top computer.  Britain’s first commercial broadband
service was launched in March 2000.  Now it is common for people to carry their
internet access facility with them in the same device on which you can telephone,
send a message, keep a diary, make notes, read a book or newspaper, set a heating
system to activate, play games, watch a film and, more importantly, obtain the latest
cricket scores!  I would add that I don’t use all of those myself and there are many
more I haven’t included.

When we went on holiday in the 1950s, I remember my father’s Ilford bellows camera
took eight photographs on a roll film.  When completed, we took the film to be
processed at a chemist, maybe in enough time to see the results before we left for
home.  It wasn’t until the 1960s that we started to take colour photographs with
nothing like the quality of today’s prints.  With the advent of digital photography, no
longer do you worry how much film you have left, or indeed if you have another film
with you.  I recall, that on the first basic Mini, the heater was an optional extra!  The
way to have in-car music was to sing to oneself!  Over the years, cars have been
getting gradually larger, with the increased footprint of several types causing
problems in car parks as many spaces have not increased in width.  The modern day
Mini Countryman is the same size as the Austin Maxi was.  Remember the
carburettor…?!

I have only scratched the surface in making these comparisons; I am sure that you
are able to make many of your own.  For instance in the 1950s, a journey between
Manchester and London was a much more long winded affair, whichever was your
mode of transport.  Trains were largely steam hauled as diesel and electric haulage
on the routes was in its infancy.  Today, the ‘Pendolino’ trains complete the journey in
about half the time.  A car journey would have involved trunk roads and passing
through towns.  A far cry from today’s motorways.  I remember Britain’s first stretch of
motorway, the Preston by pass, opening in 1958 as a two lane dual carriageway: now
it is a small section of the M6 with twice the number of lanes.  Today, we live in

Not Richard’s
father’s camera,
but a slightly older one
from our editor’s collection
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Northampton near the M1.  The first section opened in 1959 with no central crash
barriers and no speed limit!

This moves me onto something which hit the news as I was composing this piece; that
of the subject of the so called (my words!) smart motorways.  As motorway usage has
dramatically increased, ways of increasing their capacity have been sought.  To
physically widen them, to take an additional lane, would have, in places, presented
severe challenges.  The concept of using the hard shoulder as a running lane first
took place on sections of the M42 round Birmingham.  The aim was to make use of
the hard shoulder, at peak times, in conjunction with a lower overall speed, and
variable, speed limits.  This is significantly different from newer sections, now opening
and being constructed, which include what is referred to as ‘all lane running’, twenty
four hours a day.  Originally, refuges for breakdowns were installed at 600 metre
intervals, but in some recent cases they are considerably further apart.

A recent ‘Panorama’ programme on BBC1 made worrying viewing.  If you are
unfortunate enough to break down in lane 1, formally the hard shoulder, and are
unable it make it to the next refuge, it could take a considerable time for you to be
spotted.  The AA has discovered a report which finds that breakdowns on such roads
more than triples the danger.  The report shows that it takes Highways England more
than 17 minutes to spot such a broken down vehicle on an all lane running motorway
where real time radar is not fitted.  Such radar is installed on less than a fifth of such
motorways.  Once you have been spotted, the control centre has a three minute
window to set up signal changes, such as the red ‘X’ lane closed waning.  The report
considers that to have someone in a life threatening situation for twenty minutes is
inexcusable.  The chilling part of the programme was a recording of a stranded
motorist, broken down in a live lane, speaking to an emergency call centre.  The
conversation, in which the motorist revealed that there were two adults and three
children in the vehicle, was interrupted by a loud crashing sound, as a lorry ran into
them.  It is difficult to describe the look of horror on the operator’s face, when she
realised what had happened.  Fortunately, the driver and passengers were merely
badly shaken.  It certainly makes me apprehensive about using these roads,
especially in the dark.

I sometimes worry that we accept change for the sake of change.  I am not averse to
change: there are many benefits to be had but with the ever increasing rate of change,
do we spend enough time seriously considering whether all change is beneficial?  I
carry out several of my activities and interests today in a very similar way in which I
did, or could have done, decades ago.  The main developments in the amateur
theatre relates to the operation of sound and lighting: LED lights, programmable
lighting desk and sound recorded and played on a computer.  Otherwise little else has
changed.
So far as painting is concerned, I struggle to think of
anything that wasn’t available sixty years ago: even
the most ‘recent’ development acrylic paints were
commercially available in the 1950s.  As for reading,
I have read books on an e-reader, but I would not
miss the development if it disappeared.
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On balance, I prefer the paper version.  I admit that taking photographs digitally is a
very handy development and there are situations when the ability to take a
photograph on a smart phone can be very useful.  Having said that, I have
photographic equipment, based on roll films, merely gathering the proverbial dust,
with virtually no resale value.  At least one camera has joined our editor’s
photographic equipment mini-museum!  You will be pleased to know that I shall refrain
on commenting about Facebook and Twitter….!!

I

I conclude with some lighter
thoughts, by way of three

photographs.  The sign on the
toilet door is a very sensible
idea: shame it wasn’t on the
inside, so that you read it as

you are leaving!

I invite captions for the editor’s
photograph of Tim Baker and
myself from a past Foy
Conference: I certainly cannot
recall the reason for my
expression!

Finally, I’m sure Colin Partington won’t mind
me sharing an image he circulated to his

joke circulation list: it’s the only reference to
a certain political subject which has

dominated affairs for far too long.  The date
refers to the original leaving date….

Post Brexit 50p Coin
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As stated above, Reverend Fred Kenworthy, Principal for many years, appears
on the insert and was well known by many of us.

Several of you recognised David Skelton in his light coloured suit, on the right.
Andrew Hill, a student there more recently, pointed out (back row, second from
the left) Douglas Webster.  To the right of him is Len Smith.  Also, Andrew
spotted Bill Macmillan (centre of front row).  Bill has just died and was Senior
Student, taking over from Fred Kenworthy when he was ill (editor’s note - or if
Manchester City were playing at Main Road).

Andrew Hill also pointed out that we shouldn’t beat ourselves up too much if
we don’t recognise more folk, as several, in the picture, are not Unitarian
students.

Who did you recognise in these Pictures?
This photograph, with the Fred Kenworthy inset, was sent to me some time ago and was most
certainly taken in the Daisy Bank Road grounds of Unitarian College, Manchester in the fifties.
The picture was shown in Foy News twelve months ago and you were asked to identify students..
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We also printed the picture above, of a group of Rag Students.  David Skelton
(RH woman with headscarf) and possibly Donald Dunkley (central back row,
with flat cap).

There is understandably a great deal of nostalgia around the recent closure of
our Unitarian College, Manchester, and the editor will be happy to print
memories of those of you who might be willing to send recollections and
memories for publication in our magazine. Personally, I have fond memories of
UYPL “Publi-Publi” meetings held there, mostly in the 1960s….

Your humble editor wishes to state a personal interest in the Daisy Bank Road
Unitarian College premises.  Prior to those days, my father was a local plumber
and building contractor.  Apart from also being one of the many businesses to
maintain the Manchester warehouses and that beautiful Town Hall in Albert
Square, they also did maintenance work for UCM.  On several occasions, I
would visit the place with my father, sometimes meeting up with Helen or John
Kenworthy (daughter and son of the Principal).  They also attended Cross
Street Chapel in Central Manchester, my family’s Unitarian home, both before
and after the 2nd world war.

A “Bogle Stroll” on Rag Day with the same student cohort
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Next Foy Conference
First, Marta Pacini tells us how she feels about our chosen theme
"In a time of deep unsettlement about the future of our planet, this year’s
FOY conference is going to be an invaluable opportunity to reconnect with
our plant friends. Learn or re-learn to see plants as your trusted friends in the
same way you do humans and possibly other animals. Plus make new
friends or reconnect with old ones!"

We are hoping to have a Beltane celebration and a service at the Old Chapel.

As usual, we will welcome Saturday attendees as well as those who can be
there for the whole weekend.  Sadly, the government have moved the Bank
Holiday from Monday 4th May to Friday 8th May, but it was not possible to
move our booking at the Centre. We will be making our sessions on Monday
relaxing ones for those who can stay on.

Jennifer Rowland states

“We will be having some practical
sessions, like a nature walk and
the chance to do some gardening
at the Nightingale Centre; we will
spend time meditating with trees,
and taste some herbs. We'll also
have some theory based talks and
a look at the history of domestic
plants.

Humans couldn't survive without
plants, and being around them
lifts our moods. I hope this
conference will be both
interesting and a fun, refreshing
time with some of the lovely flora
of the Peak District! If you can't
come for the whole weekend,
we'd be glad to see you on
Saturday, when we'll have a
children's programme and
childcare for toddlers."
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Why you mustn’t miss it

2020 Foy Conference Programme Co-ordinator

"Our relationship and knowledge of the planet we live on together
has changed dramatically, over the last 30-40 years  in particular.
What happens over the next 30-40 years depends on our
re-evaluating what we have already, what we can do with it, and
what we should not be continuing to do 'en mass'. Let’s re-build
our important connection with nature, whatever generation.
Please do come and join us at Foy Conference in May.”
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Which name would you give it?
Do you Relate to Plants?

What’s 
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Are You a Tree Hugger at Heart?

People/Plant relationships       Where do you stand?
Do you have       Green Fingers?
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Next
Foy Conference

run by the Foy Society & open to all

1st - 4th May, 2020

Conference Secretary
Joan Partington

coljopartington@gmail.com

The Nightingale Centre,
Great Hucklow

Plants & Us
Programme Co-ordinator - Tim Baker
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As many of you know and indeed as many of you will have experienced
yourselves, the GA YOUTH PROGRAMME consists of three sections:

The JUNIOR Programme for 7-11 year olds
The INTER Programme for 11 – 14 year olds
The SENIOR Programme for 14 – 17 year olds

There have been two weekends per year allocated to each section for about
50 years since the 1960’s and they have been held at The Nightingale Centre,
Great Hucklow in Derbyshire.

Since we had grandchildren, Grandad Colin has been taking five of them to
JUNIOR Weekends when they each reached the age of seven. He has now
attended many JUNIOR weekends at Great Hucklow and greatly enjoyed the
experience!!!

Apart from anything else, being isolated Unitarians, never having lived within
reasonable travelling distance of a Unitarian church, we felt JUNIOR
Weekends were and are such an excellent way of introducing the children to
Unitarian thinking and values and to other Unitarian children.

Recently, in January we became aware of the news that the Junior Weekend
scheduled to take place in early March as is the case every year, had been
cancelled.  At first we were incredulous until it was confirmed, because it was
still on the GA website and was also advertised in the 2020 Nightingale Centre

GA Youth Programme Joan Partington

Generations and hundreds of
children probably mostly Unitarian,
but also some bringing friends have
benefited from their experiences at
Great Hucklow over decades.
Indeed my own three children in
succession attended almost every
Youth Programme event from the
ages of 7 to 17 years.
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brochure.  We were told that it been cancelled too late for the brochure to be
altered and no-one had thought to take it off the GA website. What’s more, not
all regular attendees had been notified and there will be some of them with no
reason to think the weekend is not happening and who are possibly still
expecting to receive an email including the booking form!

We were dismayed that such an important decision had been taken with such
short notice and with no communication, nor consultation, with people who are
most affected. This decision will cause much disappointment to youngsters
who were looking forward to it including our own grandchildren.

We have since learnt that it isn’t just this March weekend to be cancelled but
that the Executive Committee have decided that there will be no more
JUNIOR Weekends at all in the future. The INTER and SENIOR weekends
will remain but the JUNIOR section has been totally withdrawn. This has
caused deep regret and sadness to those who will miss out and to those who
believed that the Junior Programme was a great and positive benefit to the
Unitarian Movement.

We are told that the EC has decided that one of the reasons that change has
to take place is because JUNIOR Weekends have been showing a drop in
numbers recently. We would suggest that numbers throughout the Youth
Programme’s history has fluctuated from time to time in all age groups for any
number of reasons and indeed the last one in 2019 was actually higher in
attenders than previously. We are also told that the recently formed UNIFEST
Weekends intended for families with children from 0 to 12 years, will serve as
a replacement for JUNIOR Weekends to fulfil a more appropriate role. To that
end, two UNIFEST weekends have already been organised for 2020.

Many Junior Weekend
activities are held
outdoors but here
children are doing
balloon modelling
in the Peach Hall At
the Nightingale Centre
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My belief and I know others who are also familiar with both events, feel that
the two are very different and serve different purposes.  I am not against the
formation of UNIFEST, on the contrary I think there is probably a niche that is
nicely filled with it, but there is also very much an ongoing niche for JUNIOR
Weekends to continue. The two UNIFEST weekend events already held so
far have been fully booked but is that because they were both heavily
subsidised with all children going free?  I am concerned that if this level of
subsidy is not maintained in future, will UNIFEST still be as well attended?

The fact is that at JUNIOR Weekends, children enjoy being away from home
with other children of their own age, feel grownup and special, sleep in rooms
with their peers, have fun indoor and outdoor activities and make friendships
away from the rest of their family.

One of our sons brought up with the Youth Programme but now with no direct
Unitarian connections, became a member of 18 plus, was editor of GA Zette
and got married at Great Hucklow Unitarian Chapel.  Similarly, our daughter
was the Junior Youth Programme leader at the GA Meetings for several years.

Of course, many will not have gone on to become Unitarians in adult life but
they will have learnt good Unitarian values and I believe they will remember
their weekends at The Nightingale Centre with great fondness, which have
possibly and hopefully directly or indirectly, affected their roles in society and
their lives in general in a positive way.

The JUNIOR Youth
Programme has
seen the initiation of
many young people
into the Youth
Programme, a lot of
whom go on to
INTERS and
SENIORS and who
in many cases
eventually have
gone on to become
active and influential
Unitarians and to
serve the
denomination well in
a number of roles.
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UNIFEST Weekends are totally different, because all family members attend
together and they sleep in rooms as a family, all of which is not so different
from normal family holidays but obviously with an emphasis on Unitarianism.
But JUNIOR Weekends give the children that independent influence and the
feeling of doing something different on their own.

I am surprised and sad that the EC have decided without consultation with our
congregations or with others who have much experience of our Youth
Programme, to just throw out JUNIOR weekends which have been part of our
Unitarian heritage for so many years.  Therefore I am very pleased to tell you
that Stockton congregation has produced and submitted a motion to the GA
for April 2020 which I outline below.

Stockton Unitarians

1. Regrets the abrupt cancellation of Junior Weekends without
consultation or communication.

2. Calls upon the Executive Committee to reinstate the Junior
Weekend programme pending thorough communication and
consultation with churches, districts, regular participants and other
interested parties about any changes proposed and the rationale for
them.

I would like to say that I feel that there is a place for both events in our
Unitarian calendar.  However I think the EC are putting all their eggs in one
basket here with two UNIFEST weekends in 2020.  It might be rather better to
consider having one UNIFEST Weekend and one JUNIOR Weekend per
year. I feel that this would be a good compromise as the two events fulfil
different needs.

As this article is my own personal opinion, I would like to ask in conclusion as
to whether any Foy News readers would care to write to our Editor with their
views on this subject or even their own stories of Junior Weekends which
would be interesting reading.  People might also be minded to write to the
Youth Officer, Gavin Howell, as I have, with comments or views at
info@unitarian.org.uk   Any feedback, I assume, must be helpful for the EC
in making choices for the future.

             (February 2020)

Ed:  Youth Programme pictures for this article supplied by the Partington family.

Joan Partington
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News of
Members

Hazel Warhurst

Congratulations

Belated
Congratulations to:
Joan and Colin
Partington on the
arrival of Anna, their
ninth grandchild. She
is a second daughter
for Sam and Ele
Partington, and sister
to Leon and Clara.

Anna was born 8
days early on 5th
October 2019 at
12.05pm, weighing 7
lbs.  This news came
in a few days after the
Autumn Foy News
had been sent out.
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50th Wedding Anniversary
Congratulations to:
Geoffrey and Ann Usher on 10th January 2020.  Geoffrey had been the
minister at Upper Chapel, Sheffield until they moved back to Australia in 2010.
He and Ann still maintain their links via Foy membership and send their good
wishes to everyone. They wrote of their appreciation and surprise at receiving
an Anniversary card, sent on behalf of Foy, which arrived on exactly the right
day!

Special birthdays
Belated Birthday Congratulations to David Dawson. News leaked recently on
social media informed us that we had missed a significant date in June 2019.
Congratulations also to Lynne Varley, Allan Warhurst, Sarah Slaven,
Claire Hewerdine and others not named here, on the occasion of their
various milestone birthdays.

Sad News
I am sorry to have to report the
death on 7th January 2020, of
Wendy Margaret Williams, twin
sister of Rosemary Ruston. A
Service of Thanksgiving for her
life was held in the Freeman
Memorial Methodist Church,
Bletchley, on 25th January.
Wendy had suffered ill-health
for many years but always
remained cheerful and involved
in Unitarian matters.

More on P26…
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Wendy enjoyed participating in GA Meetings right up to 2019, although she
could no longer travel to Welcome Weekends at Flagg. She was a member
and a loyal supporter of the Foy Society and recently gave a very generous
donation to the Flagg Chapel Fund. We send our deep condolences to sister
Rosemary, her brother, Mike Tomlin, and their extended families.

Happy News
Foy members who know the Dawson families may have been following
updates on Florence’s progress over the past twelve months. Her recovery
from a rare cancer in the left kidney has been phenomenal. Twelve months
ago, Alan and Stini Dawson had to cancel the family’s planned Half Term trip
to Austria as Florence was receiving urgent treatment in the Children’s
hospital in Birmingham. Incredibly, just twelve months later, after
chemotherapy treatment and a marathon operation to remove the tumour,
Florence’s recent scan showed she is currently cancer free so the whole
family was able to enjoy their postponed skiing holiday this February.

Zette Editors ready for Pre-GA Meetings Contributions

Elizabeth Rosenberg and Elizabeth Smith are the Zette Editors for GA 2020.
They are very excited and grateful for the support received so far. However
they will need many GA participants to report on the workshops and
business meetings as well as handing in other contributions. Some ideas
they suggest are: your poetry, your recipes, your thoughts on the
coronavirus and how the Unitarian movement can do more environmentally.
Please send any early contributions before the meetings straight to:
zette.editor@gmail.com

Membership Subscription Rates
If you haven’t paid your subscription for 2019-2020 yet, the Treasurer would
appreciate receiving it before the end of the financial year.
The level of subscription remains unchanged at the very low rate of
£7.50 for an individual and £10 for a couple.
If you feel able, please consider adding a donation to be used to boost the
Flagg Chapel Fund which assists young people attending Unitarian events
and appropriate conferences.
Please make cheques payable to “The Foy Society”. My postal address is the
same as the Treasurer’s and is printed on the back page. If you find it easier
to pay online the details are as follows:
Santander plc Account name: The Foy Society Sort code: 09-01-50
Account number: 05454689

Hazel Warhurst
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Never visited or stayed at The
Barn?  Come along and join us for
the weekend or just for Saturday.
The gathering will involve a mix of
activities with a service on Saturday
afternoon and a social in the
evening.  The rest of the Bank
Holiday Weekend will be a social
time with some gentle walks for
those inclined.

Give Neill Warhurst (see back page)
a ring if you would like to sleep in
the Barn, camp or join us for any
meals....

Flagg
Welcome
Weekend
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